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CANTOR SETS AND HOMOTOPY CONNECTEDNESS

OF MANIFOLDS1

DAVID G. WRIGHT2

ABSTRACT.    We prove that a topological manifold M  oí dimension zz   is

(zz — 2)-connected if each Cantor set in M  is contained in an open zz-ball of

M.   An immediate consequence is that a compact manifold N  of dimension

zz  (n >5)  is homeomorphic to the  zz-sphere if and only if every Cantor set of

N  is contained in an open zz-ball of N.   This consequence generalizes a

3-dimensional theorem of Doyle and Hocking.

1. Introduction.  The research in this note was undertaken in an attempt

to prove the following conjecture suggested to us by J. W. Cannon.

Conjecture 1.1.  A compact manifold  M  of dimension 7Z in > 3) is an

7z-sphere if and only if every Cantor set of M  lies in an open ra-ball of M.

The conjecture for the case  n = 3  was shown to be true by Doyle and

Hocking [6, Theorem 6].  We give an affirmative answer for 72 > 5  by proving

that if every Cantor set in a manifold  M  lies in an open  77-ball, then M is

(72 - 2)-connected.   The conjecture for 72 > 5  then follows from the topological

Poincaré theorem.  Our results imply that a compact 4-manifold in which every

Cantor set lies in an open 4-ball is of the same homotopy type as a 4-sphere.

R. P. Osborne has treated similar questions. His ideas reported in [9]

were helpful to us. We express our indebtedness for the friendship, encour-

agement, and instruction of J. W. Cannon.

2. Manifolds in which Cantor sets lie in balls.   The only fact we will

need to know about Cantor sets is the following theorem.

Theorem 2.1.  Let N  be a regular neighborhood of an unknotted simple
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closed curve ] in Euclidean n-space En in > 3). Then there exists a Can-

tor set C in the complement of N such that the inclusion from N into En -

C induces a monomorphism on fundamental group.

R. P. Osborne has shown the existence of Cantor sets [9, Theorem 2.5]

which imply that the above theorem is correct.  We have given an independent

proof [15, Theorem 5.3] which implies that the Cantor set of Theorem 2.1

could be chosen to be a Blankinship Cantor set [3].  Our proof is somewhat

similar to a proof [7] given by Eaton in which he showed the Blankinship

Cantor sets to be wild.  However, Eaton's proof does not show that the fund-

amental group of the complement of the Blankinship Cantor set in  E" is

nontrivial

Theorem 2.2.   Suppose M  is a manifold of dimension n (zz > 3)  such

that every Cantor set of M   is contained in an open n-ball of M.   Then M  is

simply connected.

Proof.  Let  K be a loop in M which is the union of arcs  o,,. . . , o

such that each o.  is linearly embedded in some open  72-ball   U■ of M.

There exist PL 2-spheres  S2  in each  U. such that o. C S.  and S.  is the join of
r z z z z z '

Bd o ■ and a simple closed curve  X..  Let B  be a collared  72-ball of M  whichz r i

contains the end points of the o- in its interior. Let G . be a regular neigh-

borhood of the end points of o- in  S2  such that  G ■ C B.   We let  N ■ be a
r 1 z z z

regular neighborhood of  X. in  U ■  such that  S. — G- C N..   By Theorem 2.1

there exists a Cantor set  C ■ in  U ■ — N ■  such that the inclusion from  Af. in-
1 1 1 1

to  U ■ — C. induces a monomorphism on fundamental group.

If we identify the ball  B  to a point we get M/B  which is homeomorphic

to M [A]. Let P  be the identification map from M  to  M/B.   The compact

O-dimensional set  P(\^)C UB) is contained in a Cantor set   C in M/B.   By

the hypothesis of the theorem the Cantor set   C is contained in an open

72-ball   U' oí M/B.  The set   (7 = P~X(U') is an open 72-ball [4] in  M  which

contains  (JCuB.

We let W be a closed collared ball in U such that UC-UßClf. Tri-

angulate each S. so finely that if a simplex of 5? intersects W then it is

contained in   (7.   Let  P.  be the union of all the closed simplexes of S2
Z r z

which miss  W.  The polyhedron P . is contained in  S. — G ■ and hence in  AL.r    ' 1 11 1

If P . separates the end points of o■ in S., then P . contains a simple closed

curve  y. which is homotopic to  2- in AL.   Since  y.  is in the complement of
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W, y. is homotopically trivial in M — W.   Since   U ■ is simply connected at

infinity, y. is homotopically trivial in   U ■ — C ■ which is a contradiction to

the choice of  C-.   Thus we may conclude that  P. does not separate the end

points of o■ in  Si.

Let cr.    be an arc connecting the end points of o ■ in  S- — P ■■   Let  K'

be the loop formed by taking the union of the o-    in the appropriate order so

that  K is homotopic to   K'.   The loop  K    is contained in   (7  and hence is

homotopically trivial.  Thus   K is homotopically trivial in  M, and M  is sim-

ply connected.

Doyle and Hocking [6, Theorem 7] claimed that Theorem 2.2 could be

proved in the  PL  case  (72 > 3)  by appropriate modifications of their 3-di-

mensional theorem.   We were unable to find modifications of their techniques

sufficient to prove Theorem 2.2; indeed, a number of rather surprising dif-

ficulties arise for  n > 3  which are not at all apparent in the 3-dimensional

case.  We will now outline an alternative proof of the Doyle and Hocking

3-dimensional theorem.

Theorem 2.3    (Doyle and Hocking).  Suppose M  is a compact  }>-manijold

such that every Cantor set of M  lies in an open 3-ball of M.   Then M  is

homeomorphic to the 3-sphere.

Proof. Doyle and Hocking proved this theorem by showing that every

polygonal simple closed curve of M is contained in a 3-ball of M and then

quoting a theorem [2, Theorem l] of Bing. We proceed alternatively and show

that every finite polyhedral graph in M is in an open 3-ball. Then, using

complementary 1-skeleta and Stallings' stretching technique [13], we find

that M is the union of two open 3-balls and hence [4] is homeomorphic to

the 3-sphere.

We assume  M  is triangulated [l], [8].  Let  L  be a finite polyhedral

graph in M.  With each 1-simplex o■ of L  we associate a 2-sphere  Si   as

shown in Figure 1.   By the proof of Theorem 2.2 we may assume that

\j8\jlL -[JS2) is contained in an open 3-ball  U where, for each  i, §. is

an arc in 5?  joining the end points of the arc  S2(~\o-. We take an isotopy of

the 2-spheres  S2  which takes each  8- onto  S-C\o- and keeps the end points

of 8- fixed.  By using collars on the S.   we extend this to an isotopy of M

which takes  K into   (7.   In accord with the remarks of the preceding para-

graph, this completes the proof of Theorem 2.3-

Before we extend Theorem 2.2 we will need the following lemma.
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Figure 1

Lemma 2.1. Consider the in + 2)-sphere S" 2 (« > 0) as the join of

S and Sn. Suppose P is a polyhedron in S" — S" such that the homo-

morphism  i^: HAP) —> H AS"   2 - S")  induced by the inclusion is trivial.

+ 2
Then the homomorphism j^: H (S") —>// (Sn     - P) induced by the inclusion is

trivial.

Proof.  We assume familiarity with linking [11, pp. 257—268].  We will

think of  Sn C S"       as both a point set and an «-cycle.  Suppose  Sn does

not bound homologically in the complement of  P.  Then we can find a finite

polyhedral graph  Y  contained in  P   such that  Sn  does not bound homologi-

cally in the complement of Y.  This fact follows if we remove top dimension-

al simplexes of P  one at a time and apply the Alexander addition theorem

[14, Theorem 5.18, p. 60].  Furthermore we may assume that Sn bounds in

the complement of any proper subgraph of Y.

The graph  Y cannot be a tree.  Hence we can find a pair (/, a) where

J  is a simple closed curve in Y and o is a 1-simplex of /.   By hypothesis

/  and  S"  ate not linked.  By geometrical considerations  Sn  bounds in the

complement of /.  The graph  Y was chosen minimal; hence, Sn  bounds in

the complement of Y — o.  By the Alexander addition theorem  Sn bounds in

the complement of Y.  Thus we have arrived at a contradiction and our lemma

is proved.

Lemma 2.1 could be generalized by replacing S"  by an  zz-cycle  Z    of
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S"     .  We could then conclude that  Z"  bounds in the complement of P.

Theorem 2.4.   Suppose M  is a manifold of dimension n  such that every

Cantor set of M  is contained in an open n-ball of M.   Then M  is (n — 2)-

connected; i.e., II .(Al) =1   (0 < i < n - 2).

The Poincaré theorem [5, Corollary l] and Theorem 2.4 together imply

our desired generalization of Theorem 2.3:

Corollary 2.1.   Suppose M  is a compact n-manifold in > 5)  such that

every Cantor set of M  lies in an open n-ball of M.   Then M  is homeomorphic

to the n-sphere.

Theorem 2.3 and Corollary 2.1 give the affirmative answer to Conjecture

1.1 for 72 4 A.

Proof of PL case.  We will prove Theorem 2.3 in the case where M is

a PL  manifold and then indicate the changes necessary for the general case.

By Theorem 2.2 and an induction we may assume that, for some integer

r in the range   I < r < n — 3, M is  r-connected.  Let f: ST     —► M  be a simpli-

cal map.  By the Hurewitz isomorphism theorem [12, Theorem 5, p. 398] it

will be sufficient to show that the homomorphism f^: HT+ASr    ) —>HT+AM)

induced by / is trivial.  The polyhedron  K = fiST    ) is of dimension at most

r + 1. Let o.,..., o     be the r + 1  simplexes of K.  As in the proof of

Theorem 2.2 there exist open balls  U   of ¡VI  and PL  spheres ST      oí dimen-

sion r+2 in  (7.  such that o ■ C Sr.      C //•  and Sr.       is the join of Bd o-  and
z z z z z ' z

a simple closed curve  X-.  Since  M  is  r-connected and 72 — r > 3, we can em-

ploy engulfing [13] to show that the  r-skeleton of  K lies in the interior of a

collared 72-ball  B  of M.   Let  G.  be a regular neighborhood of Bd o- in

Sr.       such that  G ■ C B.   We let  N ■ he a regular neighborhood of X- in   U ■

such that  ST.      — G ■ C N..   By Theorem 2.1 there exists a Cantor set  C. in
iii1 1

U■ - N■ such that the inclusion from N■ into  U. — C. induces a monomorphism
z z z z z r

on fundamental group.  Repeating the argument of Theorem 2.2 we find that

there is an open ball  U which contains   UC-UB.

Again we let W be a closed collared ball in (7 such that UCuS C W.

Triangulate each Sr 2 so finely that if a simplex of ST intersects W it is

contained in U. Let P . be the union of all closed simplexes of Sr. which

miss W. If the homomorphism z'^: H AP .)—> H AST. - Bd o) induced by the

inclusion is not trivial, then there exists a loop y. in P. which is homotopic

to a nonzero multiple of X. in N.. As in the proof of Theorem 2.2 this would

imply that the inclusion from  N ■ into  U ■ — C- does not induce a monomorphism
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on fundamental group which is a contradiction to the choice of  C..   Hence

by Lemma 2.1 Bd o-  bounds an  (r + l)-chain  K . in  Sr.      - P ■ C U.   Thus if

a is the generator of H + ASr+l), then fda) is homologous in M to a cycle

of the form  Xtz.K. which lies in  (7  and hence is trivial.  This implies that
z   z r

/#  is trivial and completes the proof.

To prove Theorem 2.4 in the topological case we will need the following

topological engulfing lemma which is a special case of a theorem [10, Theorem

4.12.1, pp. 200-201] formulated by Rushing.

Lemma 2.2.   Let M  be a topological manifold of dimension n which is

r-connected (r <n — 3).   Let  U  be an open n-ball in M, A  be a compact sub-

set of U, and P  be a finite locally tame polyhedron in M  of dimension r.

Then there is a homeomorphism h of M onto M such that A U P C hiU).

Lemma 2.3.  Let H  : P—>M  be a map of a finite polyhedron P  with tri-

angulation K into an  n-dimensional manifold M  which is r-connected

(r < 72 - 3).   Then //.   is homotopic to a map H,   by an arbitrarily small homo-

topy such that H A\Kr\)  is contained in an open n-ball of M  where  \KT\   is

the carrier of the  r-skeleton of K.

Proof.  The proof is by induction on  r.   For r= 0 we may set  H. = //..

By a subdivision of  K  and induction we may assume that, for each simplex

o £ K, HAo) is contained in an open zz-ball  (7    of M  of small diameter and

that HA\Kr~   |) is contained in an open  n-ball  U of M.

Let  VaC U a be the open set  Ç\\Uv\v £ K and H do) C Uj.  We con-

struct a small homotopy  H between H    and H    as follows.  We set

H[\\Kr-1\ = H0\\Kr-l\.  If o is an  z-simplex of  K, then  Hx\o: o->VaC U^

is a simplicial approximation of //    relative to the boundary and H(o x /) C

Va.   Notice that there is a finite polyhedron  P    C Í7    of dimension  r such

that H A\o) is contained in the union of a compact subset of  U  and P  .

We finish the definition of H by assuming inductively that  H is defined

on (P x i0Du(|Km| x /) where  ttz > r and that for each o £ ¡A", Hio x l) C V^

Let v be an (772 + l)-simplex.  The set  //((Bd v) x I) is contained in  V  ;

hence, it is possible to extend H to v x I such that H(v x I) C V .

Since  HA\KT~   |) C U, Lemma 2.2 may be used inductively to obtain a

homeomorphism  h of M  onto itself such that  H ,l\K\) C hiU).  This is ac-

complished by engulfing the polyhedra  P     one at a time while keeping

Cl(/7 j(|Kr|) -IJPa)  ar>d the previously engulfed P     in an open ball at each

stage of the engulfing.
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Proof of the general case of Theorem 2.4.   As in the  PL  case we may

assume that  zVl  is  r-connected  (l < r < 72 — 3).  Let /: ST     —>M  be a map.

By Lemma 2.3 there exist a map g homotopic to / and a triangulation  K

of Sr       such that  g(|Kr|) is contained in an open  72-ball   U of M  and for

each  (r + l)-simplex o e K, glo) is contained in an open ball   U    of M.   We

may further assume that g\o: o—»Ua is simplicial relative to the boundary.

Now by repeated applications of Lemma 2.2 as in the proof of Lemma 2.3 we

may assume that there are a finite number of  (r + l)-simplexes o,, . . . , o

in a triangulation of  Sr       such that g(Sr      — (Jlnt a) is contained in an

open  72-ball of M  and each  o. is  PL  embedded in an open ball   U . of  M.

The remainder of the proof is analogous to the  PL  case.

3.  Cantor sets and homotopy connectedness of manifolds.  We will now

carefully isolate the essential ingredients of the proofs presented in §2.

In §2 we considered manifolds with the property that each Cantor set was

contained in an open ball.  We now consider manifolds in which each Cantor

set is contained in a certain kind of open set.

Definition 3.1. Let R be a disk with holes. A pair (X, Y) is said to

be disk with holes trivial if for each map /: (R, Bd R)—>(X, Y) there is a

map F: R—>Y  such that  F|Bd R = f\Bd R.

Definition 3.2.  Suppose  Í7 is an open subset of a manifold M.  The set

(7 is said to be trivial at FtM(U) if for every compact set AC U there is a

set B, A C B C (7, which is closed in M  such that the pair (Í7, U - B) is

disk with holes trivial.

If the set  B  can also be chosen compact, then any embedding of  (7  in-

to a manifold of the same dimension will be trivial at Fr„(//).   Examples of

such sets are  zV1m x En  where Mm  is a compact 77z-dimensional manifold and

72 is at least 3 and other open manifolds with compact spines of codimension

at least 3.

Definition 3.3.   A manifold  AI  is said to be Cantor k-connected if each

Cantor set of A4  lies in a zi-connected open set  (7 of AI   such that   Í7 is

trivial at FtM(U).

Theorem 3.1. Suppose M is an n-manifold and k < 72 - 2. Then M is

k-connected if and only if M  is Cantor k-connected.

Proof.  If M  is  /k-connected, then  M is clearly Cantor ¿-connected.  If

Al is Cantor ze-connected then the proof is the same as the proof of Theorem

2.4 with minor modifications which Ve now indicate.  The compact 0-dimen-
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sional set  P([JC.jB)  is contained in a ¿-connected open set   U'  of M/B

such that  U'  is trivial at  FrM/B(U').  The set   U = P~l(U') contains

\JC¿uB  and is trivial at  FtM(U).  We let  If be a closed subset of M  which

is contained in  U such that the pair (U, U - W) is disk with holes trivial.

The remainder of the proof is now the same as the proof of Theorem 2.4.

Although Theorem 3-1 required several technical definitions, these

definitions need not be reflected in applications of the theorem.  For in-

stance, Theorem 3.1 implies that a 5-manifold in which every Cantor set of

the manifold is contained in an open subset homeomorphic to  S   x E    is

simply connected.
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